
Name:____________________________ Class: __________

Pre-AP Biology Summer Assignment 
Frank Black Middle School - Mrs. Ross 

Welcome to Pre-AP Biology! I’m looking forward to getting started with you all. Biology is a 
very fun course, but it requires dedication and critical thinking skills. Our course will be driven 
by data collected from the pre-assessment you took at the end of the year. You will take a 
similar assessment upon completion of the course to track your progress. Strong study skills 
and an understanding of how your brain works best will contribute to your success in this 
course. You must pass the state mandated Biology EOC and the course to receive high school 
credit. 100% of our students achieved this goal this year! We will work on building up our 
grit and strong study skills will contribute to your success.  

The following assignments are due on the first day of school and will be counted as your first 
major grade of the semester. You may either type and print the assignment or write it in your 
best handwriting.  

Assignment 1: Getting to know you and your learning style.  
Assignment 2: Prefixes, roots, suffixes, and vocabulary building 
Assignment 3: Neuroplasticity Research  
Assignment 4: Supplies and Interactive Notebook set up.  

Assignment 1: Getting to know you and your learning style.  

Write an introductory letter using complete sentences while making sure to answer all of the 
following questions. Writing skills are actually very important in the field of science. How else 
would all of the amazing research findings be communicated to the rest of the world? Please 
keep in mind that you must be succinct, yet answer each question fully.  

Paragraph one is a general introduction. When is your birthday? If you could be any animal 
which animal would you choose and why? What are your hobbies (what do you like do in 
your spare time)?  What was your favorite experience from this summer? Tell me about your 
family (Parents? Guardian? Siblings? Pets?). Why did you sign up for Biology? What is your 
favorite topic in science thus far? What are your future career plans? What helps you learn 
best? What causes you to struggle in a course? What do you do to prepare for a test? What 
is the weirdest thing you’ve learned in science? What can I do to help ensure your success 
this year?  

Assignment 2: Prefixes, roots, suffixes, and vocabulary building 

Biology curriculum contains a large amount of vocabulary and strong vocabulary building 
skills are essential. Mastery of the vocabulary is much easier once you learn basic prefixes 
and suffixes used in science. Complete the chart using any resource you choose, but make 
sure you take ownership of these word parts. We will have a quiz over these prefixes and 
suffixes the first week of school. 
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Prefix, Suffix, or Root Meaning
Example of a word using this 
word part and the definition of 

the word. 

A-

Aden-

Anter-

Anti-

-ase

Auto-

Bi-

Bio-

Centi-

Cephal-

-chlor

Cyan-

Cyto-

Deca-

Deci-

Di-   Dipl-  (Latin)

Eco-

-elle

-emia

En- Endo-  Ent-

Ex-

-gam-

-genic

Geo-

Gluc- Glys-

Herb-

Hetero-
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Homo-    (Greek)

Hydr-

Hyper-

Hypo-

Iso-

-itis

Kilo-

-kinesis

Lip-

-logy

-lys -lyt  -lyst

Macr-

Micro-

-Meter

Milli-

Mono-

Neuro-

-osis

Poly-

-philic

-phobic

Photo-

Phyl-

-plasm

Pro-

Pseudo- 

-scribe

Prefix, Suffix, or Root Meaning
Example of a word using this 
word part and the definition of 

the word. 
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Assignment 3: Neuroplasticity Research 

I've attached a few articles and videos about neuroplasticity and grit. I encourage you to find
interesting articles and videos regarding neuroplasticity and growth mindset research to share 
with the class.  

As you watch these videos, explore these websites, and read these articles I want you to think 
about how this research relates to you and your journey as a student. Please reflect on this 
topic in an essay that references material from each of the attached resources. Make sure to 
use quotations when appropriate and use your own words and complete thoughts and 
sentences to summarize the material. I look forward to reading your essays!  

The two following articles from Science Daily and bainology.us
http://www.brainrules.net/the-rules 
https://youtu.be/PVhUdhZxbGI 
http://www.whatisneuroplasticity.com 
https://youtu.be/iAzmyB9PFt4 
http://www.ted.com/talks/angela_lee_duckworth_the_key_to_success_grit?language=en

semi-

Som- Somat-

Stat-  -stasis

Stom-

Sub-

Therm-

Trans-

Tri-

-troph-

Un-

Zo-

Zyg-

Prefix, Suffix, or Root Meaning
Example of a word using this 
word part and the definition of 

the word. 

http://bainology.us
http://www.brainrules.net/the-rules
https://youtu.be/PVhUdhZxbGI
http://www.whatisneuroplasticity.com
https://youtu.be/iAzmyB9PFt4
http://www.ted.com/talks/angela_lee_duckworth_the_key_to_success_grit?language=en
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Brooklyn Bauer and her mom, Jessica Nelson.
(Credit: Image courtesy of University of
Chicago Medical Center)

Web address:
     http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2008/11/
     081120091133.htm

Removing Part Of Brain Controls Girl's Epilepsy
Nov. 20, 2008 — Surgeons at the University of Chicago
Comer Children's Hospital told Jessica Nelson one of the
scariest things she will ever hear as a parent: they wanted to
treat her daughter's epilepsy by cutting out or disconnecting
half of her brain. Then something extraordinary happened:
it worked.

Suffering from seizures, her daughter, Brooklyn Bauer, had
undergone different treatments and tried different
medications for more than three years with no success. Her
speech and motor skills were extremely delayed. She
walked on her knees and spoke in two-word phrases.

Now after surgery and recovery, Brooklyn is in
kindergarten. She has come a long way from the time when
she was heavily medicated and lethargic, and has even
become a spokesperson for the Epilepsy Foundation's Northern Illinois region.

Nelson remembered how her daughter's seizures were barely visible, but she had that sense as a mother that
they were happening. "She would show facial twitches and her eyes would glaze over. She was on Valium all
the time, had little energy, slept a lot, and missed so much preschool because of doctor visits and hospital
stays,” Nelson said.

When it became clear that Brooklyn was not making progress, Jessica brought her daughter from Rockford to
Comer Children's Hospital, where pediatricians discovered just how extensive the seizures were.

EEG scans showed Brooklyn was experiencing nearly constant epileptic activity every one to two seconds --
whether she was awake or asleep. The left hemisphere of her brain showed significant damage with little
positive brain function. The injury was related to brain hemorrhaging that occurred when she was born 12
weeks premature.

Michael Kohrman, MD, a pediatric epileptologist and associate professor of pediatrics and neurology, said
that after a child fails with two or three anti-seizure medications, there is little chance that another medication
will work. However, he still desperately wanted to give Brooklyn relief.

Kohrman, along with David Frim, MD, PhD, chief of neurosurgery, reviewed her case and concluded that
Brooklyn's brain would function better without the left hemisphere. The right hemisphere of Brooklyn's brain
was healthy.
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"The seizing tissue in Brooklyn’s brain had lost its capability to function productively, so disconnecting or
removing it paradoxically allows the remaining brain to function better,” Frim said. “Once we identified
Brooklyn as a candidate for surgery, we were able to move within two months to complete all testing and
perform the surgery.”

Everyone involved recognized the gravity of the surgery and the need to support the family. Patti Ogden,
APN, a nurse practitioner and epilepsy coordinator for the Children's Hospital, was instrumental in managing
the many details related to Brooklyn's diagnostics, surgery and medical treatment--acting as a key point
person for physicians and the girl's family. She educated Jessica about the diagnosis, procedure, and
Brooklyn's subsequent care. “When we’re asking to cut away part of your child’s brain, it’s essential to gain
the family’s trust,” Ogden said.

Lead surgeon Frim, along with the pediatric neurology team, performed a functional hemispherectomy:
removing most of the brain’s left temporal and occipital lobes, and severing all neuronal connections from
the left parietal and frontal lobes to the healthy right hemisphere and to other parts of Brooklyn’s body.
Within a few weeks after surgery, her speech returned, her personality blossomed, and her motor skills
gained strength.

Kohrman explained, “The left hemisphere of Brooklyn's brain may still be active electrically, but it can no
longer communicate with, or harm, the rest of the brain.”

November 2008, two years after surgery, was a milestone and good indication that Brooklyn has gained
remarkable function. After her medications were readjusted, Brooklyn's seizures are under control. She's even
running now--something her family never thought would be possible.

“She is right on track developmentally now, and started kindergarten this fall in a regular classroom--not a
special-ed class. I can’t describe how far Brooklyn has come from where she was. She just shines now,”
Nelson said.

After such a dramatic surgery, Brooklyn continues to be monitored by her physicians and her brain and motor
functions are frequently reassessed. Kohrman continues to evaluate her neurological function, and Frim
monitors her brain shunt that was implanted after the surgery.

It was an agonizing decision to have part of her daughter's brain removed, but Jessica knows she made the
right choice.

"My daughter is the epitome of an epilepsy success story," Jessica says.
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Story Source:

The above story is based on materials provided by University of Chicago Comer Children's
Hospital.

Note: Materials may be edited for content and length. For further information, please contact the
source cited above.

Need to cite this story in your essay, paper, or report? Use one of the following formats:
 APA

 MLA
University of Chicago Comer Children's Hospital (2008, November 20). Removing Part Of Brain Controls
Girl's Epilepsy. ScienceDaily. Retrieved August 16, 2013, from http://www.sciencedaily.com
/releases/2008/11/081120091133.htm

Note: If no author is given, the source is cited instead.
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Assignment 4: Supplies and Interactive Notebook set up 

Please come prepared on the first day of school with all supplies. 

1 Folder with pockets and brads with your name and class period on the front cover 
1 Composition Notebook 
1 Roll of paper towels or 1 container of clorox wipes for cleaning up after labs 
1 box of either 1 gallon or 1 small box  
1 pack of lined notecards  
1 pack of highlighters (multiple colors) 
1 pack of colored pencils or thin markers  
1 pack of Colored File Folders, Letter, 1/3 Cut, assorted colors (pack of 
10-25 students DO NOT need the 100 count box. Each student will use about 12 folders
during the course of the year) Will be used for mini tri folds to present lab work.

Setting up your composition notebook  

On the cover: Please write your first and last name in marker and your class number 
On the first page: Write “Biology Interactive Notebook” large in the center of the page “by: 
————-“ Decorate the page in a way that represents who you are and what you expect from 
this course.  

We will set up the rest of the notebook on the first day of class. Please do not ever rip any 
pages out of your notebook so it remains intact.  

Have a great summer! 

I look forward to working with you next year! Enjoy your summer and work on these activities 
a little at a time. Please contact me if you have any questions or concerns regarding the 
project! 

Best of luck, 

Mrs. Jessica Ross 
jross6@houstonisd.org


